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We find ourselves at ap erceived turning point where quantum chemical calculations are believed by many to be on par with experimental methods.E ven if the reader may not share this view,i ti sn ot difficult to find reasons why others would. Already in the 1960s we observe examples of theory competing with experiment in terms of accuracy.Aseminal example is the H 2 adiabatic dissociation energy computed by Kolos and Wolniewicz. [1] Theauthors carried out avariational calculation and found their value (36 117.4 cm À1 )t oe xceed the best experimental estimate at the time (36 113.6 AE 0.6 cm À1 ). [2] Given that the theoretical estimate would necessarily give an upper bound to the true energy of H 2 ,and thus al ower bound to its dissociation energy,t he experimental value was questioned. Thee pisode was only concluded after afurther experiment confirmed the theoretical result. [3] Since then, there have been several cases where theory has made predictions which were only later confirmed by experiment, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and many more where theory played an essential role in the interpretation of experimental results.
Already the early H 2 story points to af ascinating aspect, in particular now that the agreement between theory and experiment has progressed to eight significant digits. [10] In contrast to other fields of science,w here am odel is mostly used as aframework to break down and understand complex systems,electronic structure methods are regarded as quantitative-data providers.T his is ac ompletely different scenario from that faced in biology or economics,j ust to name two examples.I nm any fields,t he ruling equations are still unknown, or the conditions are ill-defined. An exact monthly weather forecast is unthinkable,b ut we chemists dare to believe that our theoretical models will be able to provide us with areaction mechanism involving hundreds of atoms.This line of thought is fertile ground for illusions of grandeur,and calls for acritical analysis of the relation between experiment and theory in chemistry (Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . Af alse change of paradigm. Experience has taught us that one should be critical on both ends.
Since we are not philosophers of science (nor pretend to be), we will focus on apragmatic view and only briefly touch on fundamental issues.I nt he language of Thomas Kuhn, quantum chemistry is largely in arather unspectacular state of normal science. [11] Apart from subtle issues such as parity violation, [12] the Schrçdinger equation and its relativistic variants are assumed to be essentially correct and complete for all practical purposes. [13] Currently the cutting edge of quantum chemistry is simply modeling larger and larger systems in an increasingly quantitative way.
Our concern is thus evolutionary rather than revolutionary.B eyond the usual method validations within the theoretical community,w ea ddress the relation between quantum chemical calculations and experiments.I no rder to guarantee af ruitful interplay,w en eed to define how to experimentally evaluate and benchmark the numerous methods in the best way.W ea rgue that this subject is frequently neglected, and that this neglect leads to aslower development of quantum chemistry and the field of chemistry as aw hole. While we are unable to provide unique and final recipes,w e would like to share some of our thoughts and discussions with the community and conclude with some recommendations. Without prejudice against any of the methodologies covered under the general designation of theoretical/computational chemistry, [14] this essay deals exclusively with electronicstructure methods,g iven their particular appeal and promise towards af irst-principles description of chemical systems. Mechanical force fields and topological methods,for example, have am ore pragmatic relation to experiment, and do not warrant the same type of discussion. Thed ynamics and statistics needed to connect the electronic-structure information to the real world would also be an important and critical topic of its own. This is beyond our scope,just like conceptual models and other qualitative theories.
Theory Benchmarking Theory
One permanent issue in quantum chemistry is to establish apractical overview of the many different approximations to the Schrçdinger equation. Literally hundreds of electronicstructure methods are available at our fingertips,and it can be acumbersome task to compare them or even to select one for ap articular application. One way to deal with this question has been to establish ah ierarchy of models.I nt he case of wave-function methods,the process can be rather straightforward. Fors ingle-reference correlated methods there are widely accepted orderings.T he latter can be better understood through the use of diagrammatic representations. Generally,t he method that includes the greater number of terms lies higher in the ranking.H owever,t his is not necessarily true,s ince the nature of each term is different along with the impact on the overall performance.W hile aranking for coupled cluster (CC) methods such as CCSD < CCSDT < CCSDTQ < CCSDTQP is rather straightforward, the ordering within the Møller-Plesset perturbation series (MP2, MP3, MP4, …) will depend on the system being studied, since it is not necessarily convergent. [15] And although CCSDT is amore expensive approach, the CCSD(T) method is for most application purposes am ore robust method than the full triples variant. This results from aq uite favorable cancellation of error between the overestimated triples contribution and the neglect of quadruple excitations. [16] Also in the case of density functional theory (DFT) there have been attempts at establishing similar hierarchies.T he most well-known example is the DFT JacobsL adder, proposed by Perdew, [17] which defines aset of steps featuring the different levels of approximation in the exchangecorrelation kernels.E ven for artificial molecules,s uch hierarchies have been shown to shine through. [18] It is,h owever, relatively easy to find individual examples where afunctional from alower rank may be able to outperform methods higher up in the ladder [19] and truth be told, this was not the intended purpose of Perdewsproposal.
Although such hierarchies can be questionable,t hey provide av ery welcome order amidst the chaos of modernday quantum chemistry toolboxes.They have also created the possibility to carry out theory benchmarks with theory as reference.T he quality of am odel is thereby no longer measured through any relation to experiment, but purely to the similarity to another model. This practice has become so popular that many manuscripts dedicated to quantum chemistry benchmarks do not feature as ingle experimental result. [20] Sometimes,t he word "experiment" is missing from the entire manuscript, or may at best be found once in the outlook. Thec urrent most complete set of benchmark sets, the GMTKN30, [21] includes only as mall amount of experimental reference data ( Figure 2 ). Thea cceptance of CCSD-(T) as a" gold standard" [22] has been ap articular encouragement to the practice,f rom DFT benchmarking [23, 24] up to theory-only blind-test challenges. [25] As further evidence,i f one looks again at the GMTKN30 database,14/30 sets use as reference data estimated CCSD(T)/CBS limits.E ven improvements beyond CCSD(T) are sometimes judged without any reference to experiment. [26] This is certainly related to the Ricardo Mata has been ar esearch group leader at the University of Gçttingen since 2009, working in the field of theoretical chemistry.H is main topics of interest include weak molecular interactions, incremental/fragment-baseda pproachest ow ave function methods, and applications in enzymatic catalysis. Among some of his main concerns are the applicability and accuracy of computationala pproachesm oving from small to complex chemical systems.
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fact that most such calculations refer to af ixed geometry, although the importance of structural relaxation at least for selected degrees of freedom has been emphasized. [27] There are good reasons for theory-only benchmarking. Even weather forecasters can develop areasonable sense for their simulation error by just comparing the results of disparate numerical models for the same starting conditions. Another obvious application is the comparison of different codes and numerical strategies within am odel family. [28] For the identification of isolated experimental database errors, sometimes even superficial comparisons between different computational predictions suffice. [29] One may also be interested in as ingle quantity which is ill-defined or hard/ impossible to measure experimentally (e.g., harmonic spectra, [30] or transition-state structures [31, 32] )s ot hat the best (or only) reference is the result of another calculation. Or there may simply be no satisfactory experimental data available or in reach for aspecific class of compounds. [33] Current state-ofthe-art quantum chemical methods depend on awide variety of approximations.T hey range from more technical issues such as density fitting [34, 35] and numerical grids, [36] up to developments such as explicit correlation, [37] trying to reach the complete basis set limit. All these require the comparison to internal standards.
However,the literature is filled with examples where the comparison to experiment is completely disregarded for no particularly good reason. There are many causes for this fault. On one hand, we have the focused education of theoretical chemists,w ho dedicate several years to equations and little time to lab experience.Inother cases,one may find it difficult to establish relations between what has been measured in experiment and the results of calculations,o re ven in understanding the approximations the experiment itself involves. More trivially,i nsufficient time is spent in searching the literature due to the all too well known publication pressure. [38] All of these issues can result in misguided comparisons (oranges and apples) leading to frustration or flawed benchmarking,o rt oac omplete neglect of the published experimental data.
There are also cases where the appropriate experimental literature is cited but not really digested by the theory/theory benchmark. As an example,wepick the ethanol dimer,which was shown semi-experimentally to revert the conformational preference of its monomer (trans)t oahomochiral doublegauche arrangement in the lowest-energy pair structure. [39, 40] Thedriving force is obviously acompact, dispersion-optimizing packing.Arecent computational study claiming accurate (1 kJ mol À1 )abinitio approximations for longer-chain alcohol clusters [41] uses ethanol dimer as as tepping stone for the validation of their methods,w hich is not an unreasonable approach. Based on the results of as eries of calculations of perceived increasing accuracy, the authors argue that in contrast to all the cited experimental and high-level computational evidence,t he double-trans dimer is systematically the most stable dimer.T his is due to ar ange of misconceptions, not the least of which is the overlooked difference between homo-and heterochiral pairings and the resulting apparently decreased importance of dispersion corrections.Even if some of the targeted cluster quantities happen to be close to older thermodynamic data, this is clearly no match for the right reason. Careful comparison to available spectroscopic data would immediately have revealed the flaws in this laborious study.
We end this section with al ittle story told by Coulson [42] about an exhibition of quantum chemistry in Paris after World WarII. There were lovely diagrams of resonance structures of benzene and excellent numerical illustrations of the lowering in energy produced by them. But Linus Pauling, as he went round that exhibition and came to these diagrams,said, "Why donty ou put ab ottle of the stuff by the side of the diagrams?"
Experiment Benchmarking Theory
At the end of the day,any weather-forecasting model has to be tested against reality,a nd success for one season or region is no guarantee for further successful predictions. Chemists also want reliable forecasts for exotic conditions, [43] not only for well-trod paths.And even for those,there may be occasional surprises.Inthe end, there is no way around some experimental benchmarking.T he benefits of this practice are obvious,w hen one looks back at the development of electronic-structure methods.Even though quantum chemists will often find shortcomings in their methods when performing theory/theory benchmarks,i ti su sually the hard test against experiment that brings about ac hange in practice.A recent example of this is the description of dispersion forces. Although conventional DFT functionals were well known to fail in the description of weakly bound van der Waals complexes, [44] until about ten years ago al arge community regarded this as am inor inconvenience for computational studies on "realistic" systems.L ooking at the interaction curves of rare-gas dimers was not convincing enough, and it was uncertain whether these small contributions would cancel out or add up.Areal change only came about when aseries of benchmark studies with increasing system sizes,supported by experimental evidence,u nequivocally showed that the DFT functionals in use at the time were systematically biased, and that the errors were in fact adding up. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] Obviously,experiments aiming to benchmark theory need to be carefully designed, and the right questions have to be posed. Fort he macroscopic properties of am ultilayer insulation material, quantum chemistry may at the start not be more quantitative than models in biology or economics. Reductionism is called for. Experimentalists must provide answers to popular excuses from the theory side (Figure 3 ): System too big?L etsb oil it down to the essentials to meet theory. 52] Thermal motion?L etsc ool down the sample for as tart. [53] Environmental effects?L etsm ove into the gas phase for areliable comparison. [54] Experimentalists offer lots of elegant solutions for the apparently contradicting requirements of gas-phase isolation and low temperature.O ther complications,such as relativistic or quantum-electrodynamic effects,cannot be removed by the experimentalist.
There is something less exotic which is hard for experimentalists to get rid of:z ero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE), or separated quantum delocalization of the nuclei, an artifact of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which is so fruitful in electronic structure theory (Figure 4) . At least for the study of intermolecular interactions,w here theory/ theory benchmarking is very popular, this can limit the system size more than one would wish for. Progress is definitely needed from both sides in this area and it is helpful to have careful analyses on how to best bridge this. [55, 56] Experimental benchmarking requires as pecial state of mind. Thefirst goal is to identify any possible weakness in the experimental approach chosen to test quantum chemical methods.T his requires phases of intense interaction with theory but also events of blind competition, [57] because,a s Feynman justly emphasized: [58] The first principle is that you must not fool yourself-and you are the easiest person to fool. If the experimental result is known beforehand to the theoretician or the theoretical prediction known to the experimentalist, there is an on-zero risk of mutual influence, however rationally the scientists may approach the challenge.
Another useful factor is molecular diversity,s omething chemists are very good at generating. Asingle match between theory and experiment is almost worthless,b ecause it could always be the result of fortuitous error cancellation. Abroad, disparate data set is usually needed, and this means al ot of work at the laboratory bench. Because it has become widespread to train density functionals on such benchmark data sets (so far mostly theoretical ones,w er egret), there is acontinuous demand for new,reliable experiments.
While the credo of the theoretical benchmarker is "calculate observables!", the motto of the benchmark experimentalist should be "measure fundamental quantities!". The hyperpolarizability of anonlinear optical material or the third virial coefficient of ap olar gas may be highly relevant quantities to which quantum mechanics contributes importantly,b ut whether or not ap articular quantum chemical method captures the essentials can often be seen most transparently by simply looking at structures [56] and energies, [59, 60] properties of the stationary points on the potential energy hypersurface.T his explains why spectroscopic methods play ac entral role in benchmarking. No higher-order property can be predicted correctly for the correct reason, if the predicted structure or energetics is far off.T herefore, benchmarking experimentalists must sometimes make an effort to move away from their favorite observables and system conditions and try to address more basic ones.Inthis way,the possibilities for error compensation are minimized. A meaningful approach to the judging bench usually means more effort at the laboratory bench. This also allows much higher levels of computation to be used and validated. [61] Ideally,t hese could subsequently serve as secondary standards for theory/theory comparisons. [62] In organic chemistry,a bsolute energies are often less important than conformational preferences.T herefore,e xperiments on such energy rankings of different structures for agiven system may also be useful for benchmarking purposes. Again, it is beneficial for the comparison to quantum chemistry to remove thermal excitation and the environment. 
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Essays
Fori ntramolecular isomerism, the case of glucose may be mentioned, [54] although one should remember that the globalminimum structure for C 6 O 6 H 12 is ac ompletely different one. [63] Solvation preferences can be studied by intermolecular balance experiments as af unction of chemical substitution. [64] It turns out the balance between p-cloud and oxygen solvation of anisoles is not captured correctly by the M06-2X functional, whereas the B3LYP-D3 functional performs satisfactorily.Whether this is for agood reason can be found out by extending the data base.
Numerous good-practice examples of benchmark comparisons to experiment may be found in the literature and only af ew recent examples can be mentioned here.T he Hättig group compared different methods for calculating adiabatic electronic excitation energies based on alarge highresolution experimental database compiled by Leutwyler. [65] Vibrational frequencies can be compared rather rigorously to experiment, at least for small molecules,a nd their benchmarking [66, 67] contributes to ar esolution of the ZPVE problem. Grimmesg roup compared experimental rotational constants (after ZPVE correction) to theoretical predictions [68] and also cautiously explored back-corrected experimental noncovalent interactions for very large systems. [69] Such attempts to bring experiment and theory together despite environmental effects can be challenged in as ubsequent step by other theoretical methods, [70] leading to ah ealthy competition between different approaches.A recurrent conclusion from such scientific dialogues is the need for more accurate low-temperature gas-phase reference data for complex formation energies. [53] Thermodynamic data in the gas phase provide ap articularly rich and frequently explored source for stable-molecule energetics. [71] On the other end, periodic solids offer access to interaction energies through experimental sublimation enthalpies. [72] Chemistry is about change and it would be far too restrictive for benchmarking activities to stay at the static level of structures and energies.I ti sw orth mentioning the counterpart to the H 2 energy challenge in reaction dynamics and kinetics:the H + H 2 reaction. Ever since the archetypical representation of its reaction surface [73] it has been the subject of countless detailed experimental benchmarking efforts. [74] Scattering experiments and time-resolved spectroscopy continue to provide the most valuable reference data for chemical dynamics and thus the time-dependent Schrçdinger equation. This also brings us to another point. Advances are not only made through benchmark databases.E xemplary comparisons between theory and experiment for selected molecules are also valuable,b ecause they have the potential to push the frontiers of methodology.I mpressive examples include alanine, [75] butane, [76] anionic gold clusters, [77] and even condensed water. [78] It then remains to investigate whether such frontier methods/approaches are generally applicable to other chemical systems.
In this context, the role of benchmarking experiments is occasionally reversed. [79] Rather than challenging theory,i t may be that apersistent gap turns out to be an experimental misinterpretation, or even measurement error. When this happens,q uantum chemists have done their homework with careful model assessment, or experimentalists have simply been too optimistic in their assumptions.T he latter is more often the case for old experimental reference values, [80, 81] which are easily shown to be inconsistent with state-of-theart quantum chemical predictions. [82, 83] Today,c ountless experimental misinterpretations never surface because they are resolved before publication through intense interaction with theory,w hich is of course an excellent practice beyond benchmarking.S ometimes,t here is av ery fundamental and illuminating reason why theory and experiment cannot match, such as for the gap between electronic states of weakly bound dimers. [84] More often, the opposite situation is found:E xperiment and theory agree perfectly with each other for aspecific quantity,but for no good reason, because two or more errors cancel. [85] Ar ecent example is the switch from stretched linear alkanes to dispersion-driven hairpin conformations as afunction of chain length. TheMM2 force field prediction is within experimental error, [86] but only because it overestimates the conformational folding energy and the dispersion attraction between the two chain ends by similar amounts. [89] Anyone can be lucky in predicting snow for next Christmas!D ifferent variants of CCSD(T) calculations also agree with experiment [86] [87] [88] but now for much better reasons.Itisactually quite possible that these calculations are more accurate than the experiment, which retains an estimated error bar of AE 1c hain segments. [89] This remains ap ossibility despite multiple spectroscopic evidence and the ZPVE bottleneck in the calculations.B ut we will probably only know for sure once af undamentally improved experiment becomes available-possibly some kind of clever action spectroscopy on ultracold trapped molecules.
Conclusions
Like powerful action spectroscopies which have to be sufficiently validated by linear spectroscopies with more limited application range,powerful approximate models have to be carefully checked by higher-quality (but size-limited) approximations in quantum mechanics.I nv iew of such important and straightforward intradisciplinary calibration activities,t he more sophisticated and more tedious crossdisciplinary benchmarking between theory and experiment tends to be neglected. This must change for the good of science,b ecause both disciplines profit enormously from periodic cross-fertilization. We advocate that it would be very helpful if junior quantum chemists and experimentalists were co-educated for the activity of benchmarking in researchtraining groups and research units.W eather forecasters should learn to check the real weather and weather-dependent activities profit from ad eeper understanding of the forecasting models.
In the end, we are all sinners,but in order to provide the best possible conditions for quantum chemistry to improve, some guidelines could perhaps be of use.Based on our views and the recent history detailed above,w ew ould like to suggest: * Theoreticians should focus on measurable quantities, and/or aw ell-defined connection between the computed quantity and the experimental data. They should keep in touch with experimental colleagues and seek advice. * In the case of theory/theory benchmarks,reviewers should also play arole in verifying whether pertinent experimental data are missing. Editors can contribute by regularly assigning an extra experimental reviewer. * Experimentalists should contact theory colleagues and work collaboratively to establish realistic theory/experiment comparisons.T hey should insist that theoretical results and methods can and should be experimentally tested and in some cases even disqualified. * Theoreticians should challenge published experimental results whenever the results of their calculations are in contradiction although they have strong reasons to believe that they should not be.T he ensuing discussion can only benefit both communities. * Regular blind challenges should be established on selected experimental benchmark results. * To help in all the above mentioned points,there should be an effort to establish experimental-benchmarkd ata sets for use in the quantum chemistry community,r ather than only the popular theory-based data sets.This effort should be supported by scientific chemical societies. * National institutes of standards should play an active role in the latter point, managing cross-checking and critical reviews,supporting efforts in interrelating databases from different subfields of chemistry.C rystallographic databases may serve as good-practice examples.
Apart from the benchmark studies,t heoreticians and experimentalists alike could also contribute by changing some of their habits,soa stolower existing barriers: Theoreticians should: & not only mention the "successful" methods,b ut also take the opportunity to address the approaches that fail, in particular those with wide acceptance in the community ( This discussion leaves out, nonetheless,p erhaps the biggest threat to benchmarking activities in quantum chemistry:the growing political pressure in several countries to focus only on immediately useful, applied science.Experimentalists and theoreticians alike have to fight for the freedom to contemplate the fundamental meeting points between their methods.A nd on this note we conclude,w ith the reminder that fortuitous success will not take us very far.
